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Opening COMMENTS:
“Oh The Glory Did Roll! I Was Happy and Free” - this is a staple song
in most of our churches. It is especially great when you have a
church house full of people singing it. However, have you ever
thought about the words? The very moment that the “glory rolled” I
was happy and free. I have often likened the experience of salvation
as a huge boulder being rolled away. Being free from sin and that
awful hurt inside. I was happy, I was free! That sweet, sweet voice
had spoken pardon to me. Have you found that today? If you
haven’t, oh you can. Be free today!
Bro Taylor Gregory

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Be brave. Even if you’re not, pretend to
be. No one can tell the difference.
Need help around the house. Ask Bro Joe Harrison or
Bro Ryan York. They are both fantastic helpers.

BIBLE TRIVIA:
Last Week’s Question: Who nagged at David for dancing in the
streets? Answer: Michal, daughter of King Saul (1 Samuel 18:20:
2 Samuel 6:16)
This Week’s Question:
At 969 years, Methuselah was the
longest-lived man. Who came in second at 962 years?
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

A drowning man does not complain about the
size of a life preserver.
Do all things without murmurings and disputings:
Philippians 2:14
===========================================================

Our Wednesday evening dinner meeting
is an enjoyable time. Please join us at
around 5:40.
************************************************
For the past several weeks our trivia questions have
centered around one theme. The first person to
identify the theme to Sis Stella will receive a sweet
treat.

Prayer List:
Sis Beatrice Petty who is in rehab following a stroke
Bro Micah Barber
Sis Faye Petty
Sis Kathy Harrison with ongoing medical problems
Sis Gina Bewley’s cousin with medical problems
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Old Fashioned
Gospel Hour

The taping of the Old
Fashioned Gospel Hour is
next Sunday. Are you
going?

Timeless Treasures
A winter’s portrait, so bountiful,
Nature’s gift indeed…
Though lurking are the liefeless flowers
Returned to earth as seed.
All sacred gifts sent unto us
Are made by God’s own hands –
And always, they are precious ones
To love just as He plans!
While lilies in the valley rest,
And clad are crystal trees. . .
A lifeless day revives the soul
Through snowflakes on a breeze.
These heavenly troves to come our way,
So beautiful, big or small…
Will touch our lives through each new day –
God’s gifts… they’re best of all!

